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Welcome to the ninth issue of the Deloitte Alternative Lender Deal 
Tracker. It now covers 38 leading alternative lenders, with whom 
Deloitte is tracking primary mid-market deals across Europe. 

The number of deals covered has increased to 546 transactions over 
the past 3 years. 

This issue covers data for the third quarter of 2015 that closed with 
61 deals completing, representing an increase of 14% in deal flow on 
an LTM basis in comparison with the previous year.

In the US cracks have appeared in the high-yield bond and leveraged 
loan markets in the second half of 2015 with a number of primary 
issues struggling and secondary market prices coming under 
pressure. In contrast capital raising of direct lending funds has hit 
another gear in Europe. Insulated to some extent from market to 
market risk, Direct Lenders’ strategy is looked on favourably by 
institutional investors.  

Additionally, in this edition, we are pleased to include an interview 
with seasoned participants in the Asset-Based Lending (ABL) market 
covering the structural innovation of ABL and Direct Lenders teaming 
up providing capital solutions for asset rich companies. 

Alternative lending in action: Direct Lenders 
support the refinancing of IRIS

Structural innovation: ABL and Direct Lenders team 
up to finance Asset rich companies

Results from Deloitte’s European CFO Survey, 
Q3 2015
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Leverage loan mid-market trends for direct lenders

Continued divergence between the US and European leverage loan markets (96 vs 99 
secondary bids respectively) and continued volatility in primary US issuance might well be the 
early warning signs of cracks appearing in an overheated US credit market. The US is clearly 
ahead of Europe in the credit cycle and any market changes will be watched closely by 
European issuers over the next 12 months. 
 
Whilst there are specific reasons for a weaker loan market in the US (recent rate rise, 
withdrawal of retail money and energy sector stress), our view is that given the global nature 
of the capital markets the two markets will likely synchronise again in the medium term. 

Direct lending fundraising has hit another gear in the last 12 months with a significant 
number of new record funds being raised including ICG Senior Debt Partners II (€3.0bn) 
Bluebay Direct Lending fund II (€2.1bn), Ardian Private Debt III (€2.0bn) and GSO European 
Senior Debt fund (€2.5bn). 

Not surprisingly there is significant pressure for these ‘gorilla’ debt funds to deploy money 
and preferably in scale. This has resulted in an increasing number of landmark Unitranche 
transactions in the €200-€400m of debt territory. This part of the market was historically 
preserved for underwritten CLO and high yield bond structures.

Whilst Direct lending will always be more expensive then a high yield bond or CLO capital 
markets driven solution the gap is narrowing with direct lending funds raising cheaper 
capital. Our prediction is that within the next 12 months there will be sufficient critical mass 
of cheaper direct lending capital (L+500-550bps) to increasingly compete with capital market 
structures in the upper mid-market. The main benefits for the direct lending structures 
include speed of execution, no rating requirement, and relationship driven ‘loan to hold’ 
strategies. 
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Leverage loan mid-market trends for direct lenders (cont)

Whilst some direct lending funds underwrite to sell to other funds the trend has so far been 
a ‘loan to hold’ strategy or, if required, club deals between direct lending funds. The largest 
direct lending funds cater for large take and hold positions, which puts these funds in a 
preferred position with borrowers and private equity looking for certainty of funding and 
speed of execution. At least 4 direct lending funds can now write commitments of up to 
€300m on single companies. 

A number of mid-market private equity houses still prefer senior bank over Unitranche 
structures as they provide the cheapest cost of senior debt and working with a diversified 
group of lenders gives the private equity house a stronger hand during times of 
underperformance. To increase their take and hold sizes a number of bank lenders have 
agreed preferred arrangements with institutional investors looking to sit alongside the banks 
in club deals. 

Another new development is that a number of transactions are currently being structured 
combining ABL and cash flow debt for asset rich companies to obtain an optimum capital 
solution. Inter-creditor agreements in these situations are heavily negotiated in relation 
to financial covenants and any cross default rights for the ABL lender (see: “Structural 
innovation: ABL and Direct Lenders team up to finance Asset rich companies” on page 14). 

Finally, giving the softening in the US market combined with the late stage nature of 
the current credit cycle, the smart borrowers will be looking to refinance at the earliest 
opportunity to lock in at current low rates and benefit from still overall borrower friendly 
commercial terms in Europe.
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Alternative lending in action: Direct Lenders support the 
refinancing of IRIS

5

“We could get debt with better terms and achieve better alignment 
with our strategic objectives than we could in 2011.”

IRIS is the UK’s market leading provider of business critical 
software and services to the UK accountancy and payroll 
sectors. During its 35 year history, the company has 
experienced successful growth, due in major part to its 
strong customer relationships and ensuing loyalty. What 
this creates is strong, annuity-like subscription income, as 
well as a platform for future growth, as additional updates, 
products and services are introduced.   

The challenge that the business faces is also its largest 
opportunity – as Mark Lewis, CFO of IRIS, puts it – “we 
need to keep a fresh perspective and remain agile enough 
to seize opportunities”. These opportunities come in a 
diverse form; from considering how Cloud technologies 
can impact the delivery of IRIS services, to the acquisition of 
relevant adjacent business, through to ensuring a swift and 
nimble response to significant legislative changes such as 
auto-enrolment pensions.  
 
For the last fifteen years, IRIS has been owned by a series of 
Private Equity firms, most recently Hg Capital who has been 
supporting the growth of IRIS for over 10 years. Following a 
recent extensive ‘re underwrite’ process Hg Capital decided 
to re commit to the business for a further period and 
therefore worked closely with management to construct an 
appropriate capital structure. Mark explains: “We needed a 
debt and equity structure to support the future growth of 
the business and it also made sense to take advantage of 
market conditions – we could get debt with better terms 
and achieve better alignment with our strategic objectives 
than we could in 2011”. 

When deciding which funding strategy to pursue, the 
company looked at a number of options – renewing 
arrangements with existing lenders carried the risk that 
the existing group wouldn’t have the funding capacity 
required by the company, so broader, more innovative 
options were considered. In part to avoid the increased 
diligence and rating requirements of an underwritten deal, 
the team chose a self-syndicated triple tranche senior, 
second lien and holdco PIK structure of in total £430m 
which satisfied the aspirational goals of the company. The 
majority of capital in the senior tranche was provided by 
bank lenders, with alternative lenders providing the  
junior capital. 
 
 
 
 
 

IRIS’s strong position as an attractive credit asset meant 
that lenders were keen to offer their services, which led 
to a competitive lender selection process. Mark describes 
the level of flexibility built into the resulting syndicate: 
“We were looking for lenders who could play at different 
levels within the structure, at different levels of risk… we 
also wanted flexibility for follow on capital, so that for 
example we didn’t lose any of our ability to be nimble 
around making acquisitions”. Also crucial to the selection 
of lenders was pinpointing those teams that aligned 
strategically to IRIS and who shared a long-term view 
on supporting the company. As Mark puts it, “There will 
always be problems to solve during the term of a loan; 
that will be easier to do if we build strong relationships 
from the start and have aligned objectives”.
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Alternative lending in action: Direct Lenders support the 
refinancing of IRIS (cont)
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“It was important that we took a step back and thought about  
what we were trying to achieve and what would be valuable for 
the company.”

Despite Mark’s assertion that IRIS were “quite picky, on the 
alignment of objectives, and the structure itself”, raising 
the debt was a smooth process – this was partly due to the 
market conditions available at the time, but the process 
itself was well organised, making an ambitious timescale 
possible. As Mark describes, “we really benefited from 
preparation time – not only having all our due diligence 
lined up, but also presenting the IRIS story and plans in 
such a way that lenders could easily understand and find 
the information that would be needed for their credit 
committees”.

For European companies considering alternative lenders 
to help fund growth, in addition to re-emphasising the 
preparation point above, Mark counsels that a clear view 
on the objectives governing the transaction is essential.  
“When we wanted to do this transaction, the market 
conditions were really strong. It was important that we 
took a step back and thought about what we were trying 
to achieve and what would be valuable for the company. 
You can get caught up in the excitement of the deal, but 
we should judge our success in the context of factors such 
as timeliness of closing and the quality of the syndicate, 
rather than simply by the headline terms achieved”. 

Continue

Mark Lewis
CFO IRIS Software Group Ltd 
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Direct Lending landscape 
Bank financing versus Alternative lending in the  
sub-Investment Grade market 
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Leveraged loan banks operate in the 350bps to 600bps 
margin range providing senior debt structures to mainly 
companies owned by private equity.

Majority of the direct lenders have hurdle rates which are 
above L+600bps margin and are mostly involved in the 
most popular strategy of ‘plain vanilla’ Unitranche, which 
is the deepest part of the private debt market. 

1 ‘Story’ Unitranche relates to more complex debt raisings in terms of the cyclical nature of the industry the borrower operates in, limited 
track-record or other credit specific weaknesses.

Other direct lending funds focus on higher yielding 
private debt strategies, including: ‘Story’ Unitranche and 
Subordinated Debt or Growth Capital. 

Similar to any other asset class the risk return curve has come 
down over the last 3 years as a result of improvements in the 
economy and excess liquidity in the system.
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Direct Lending landscape (cont)
Private debt strategies

8

We have identified seven distinctive private debt 
strategies in the mid-market direct lending landscape:

1. Mid-cap Private Placements 
2. Traditional senior debt
3. Unitranche
4. ‘Story credit’ Unitranche
5. Subordinated (Mezzanine/PIK)
6. Growth capital
7. Structured equity

There is a limited number of alternative lenders operating 
in the L+450bps to L+600bps pricing territory. 
A number of large funds are now actively raising capital 
to target this part of the market.

Direct lenders approach the mid-market with either a 
niche strategy (mainly new entrants) or a broad suite of 
direct lending products to cater for a range of financing 
needs. The latter is mostly the approach of large asset 
managers.

Holdco PIK

Mezzanine

Scarcity of financing solutions

Note: Distressed strategies are excluded from this overview
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* = Excluding €2.5bn of leverage, total fund capacity of €5bn
** = Excluding €700m of managed accounts/overflow vehicles

1

2

3

# Fund raise

Tikehau

Hayfin

= fund size (€500m) ArdianAvenue

EQT

CVC Credit Partners

Rothschild

GSO*

Permira

European Capital

CrescentBluebay**

KKR

ICGProventus

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Direct Lending landscape (cont) 
Senior Direct lending fund raising focused on the 
European market
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Note: offices included with at least one dedicated direct lending professional. 
The overview does not necessarily provides an overview of the geographical coverage.  
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France Especially focused 
on Euro PP

Direct Lending landscape (cont) 
Direct Lenders with local offices
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Alternative Lender Deal Tracker 
Currently covers 38 leading alternative lenders. Only primary mid-market UK and European deals are included in the survey.

Deals done by each survey participant (Last 12 months)
Only 20% of transactions involved multiple alternative lenders.

UK GermanyFrance Other European

UK Rest of Europe

Data in the Alternative Deal Tracker is retrospectively updated for any new participants

Deals

Deals

Participant

of survey participants completed 5 or 
more deals in the last 12 months

Alternative lenders continue to increase their deal flow…
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Total deals across Europe
In the last 3 years 546 (245 UK and 301 other European) mid-market deals are recorded in Europe.

Total deals across industries (Last 12 months)
Within the UK the TMT industry has been the 
prevalent user of alternative lending

UK GermanyFrance Other European

With 22% the Consumer Goods sector is the 
leading user of direct lending in the rest of Europe 

…across Europe and across industries…
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50%
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18%
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14% 25%
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Rest of 
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31%
36%
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Deal purpose (Last 12 months)
The majority of the deals are LBO related, with 43% of UK transactions and 46% of Euro deals being used to fund a buy out. 
Of the 233 deals in the last 12 months, 49 deals did not involve a private equity sponsor.

Structures (Last 12 months)
“Unitranche” is the dominant structure, with (53% of UK and 47% of other European) of the transactions classified as a Unitranche structure. Subordinate 
structures represent only 17% of the transactions. The mezzanine product is more popular outside UK. Second lien volume remained low.

LBO RefinancingDividend recapBolt on M&A Growth capital

Senior Unitranche Second lien Mezz Other

If transactions involved M&A

Alternative lenders are mainly competing with 
banks, as 83% of the transactions are structured 
as a first lien structure (Senior / Unitranche).

…providing bespoke structures for mainly  
“event financing” situations

*For the purpose of the 

deal tracker, we classify 

senior only deals with 

pricing  L + 650bps or 

above as Unitranche. 

Pricing below this hurdle is 

classified as senior debt.
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It was only matter of time until borrowers asked Direct Lenders to work alongside Asset-Based Lenders to provide 
an optimal capital solution for asset rich companies. In this issue of the Deloitte Alternative Lender Deal Tracker 
we seek the opinion of a number of key players across the Asset-Based Lending (ABL) community to provide their 
views on this trend and implications for structuring.  
By Hugh Larratt-Smith 

Structural innovation: ABL and Direct Lenders team up 
to finance Asset rich companies

Continue

In the UK and Continental Europe, the number of Direct 
Lenders has increased exponentially in the last five 
years, driven primarily by an unprecedented low interest 
rate environment. As a result, institutional investors are 
increasingly deploying their money into the higher yielding 
illiquid Direct Lending asset class. However, this is not 
the only part of the lending market that borrowers are 
having to educate themselves about. ABL – the practice 
of advancing debt finance against specific assets of the 
borrower – has been around for decades. Traditionally 
aimed at cash strapped companies, the ABL product has 
matured and is now also viewed as one of the funding 
options for private equity sponsors, who traditionally have 
shunned the more controlled and less flexible ABL debt 
environment.  

Historically, Direct Lenders and Asset-Based Lenders have 
been perceived as offering two discrete services. Direct 
Lenders primarily provide cash flow based financing for 
which repayment of the loan relies on the future cash 
flow generated by the business. This is in contrast to ABL 
financing which is typically based on liquidation value of 
the existing underlying collateral be it accounts receivable, 
inventory, plant and machinery and real estate. It should 
be noted that the lines are blurring; the ABL product 
which was historically provided by banks has now been 
supplemented by ABL Direct Lenders, who can stretch 
advance rates or are able to provide finance in difficult 
jurisdictions. However, when it comes to cash flow Direct 
Lending and ABL, the two products are very distinct. 

In the past, where cash flow Direct Lenders and Asset-
Based Lenders have funded the same mid-market borrower 
this has traditionally taken the form of an ABL piece 
combined with a mezzanine or Holdco debt financing.  
This option allows the Asset-Based Lender to take an all-
asset debenture from the borrower, with the mezzanine 
or Holdco debt provider having security higher up the 
group structure. This structure works as the lenders are not 
sharing the same level of security. However, as a result of 
second ranking nature of the junior debt, this can be an 
expensive option for the borrower.

However, a number of ABL lenders are pioneering more 
Direct Lender friendly structures and challenging the status 
quo. The exam question is: “How can cash flow Direct 
Lenders and Asset-Based Lenders co-exist within the  
same structure, whereby they participate at the same 
borrower level”? 

Under this option, the ABL lender may still take a debenture 
from the borrower, but benefits only from priority security 
over the collateral it has specifically advanced against 
(e.g. accounts receivable, inventory and/or machinery 
& equipment). The Direct Lender benefits from priority 
security over the rest of the group’s assets. Furthermore, 
the Direct Lender would typically have a share pledge over 
the group to enhance its security position. This may all 
sound straightforward but the fundamental issue between 
these two parties is how to preserve the collateral during 
times of stress/distress.  

Hugh Larratt-Smith is a 
Chief Restructuring Officer 
with Trimingham Inc. in 
London and New York
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”It is not as simple as just giving each lender the necessary 
priority of security over the right part of the collateral,” 
says Andrew Knight, Partner at Squire Patton Boggs. “You 
have to drill down into the practicalities. If an Asset-Based 
Lender has priority on, say, receivables and inventory, it 
needs to think about more than erosion of collateral value 
in a distress situation. People need to think about the 
fact that receivables are being produced on an invoicing 
platform, and that inventory may be stored in the borrower’s 
warehouse – both of which may be under the control of the 
Direct Lender as a result of its own security.” Working on a 
transaction this autumn, Knight borrowed an American tactic 
commonly employed in what US lenders call “split collateral” 
transactions. In this transaction, the inter-creditor language 
agreed by the two sets of lenders included that, in the event 
of enforcement, the Asset-Based Lender would have access to 
the borrower’s invoicing system and real estate to enable it to 
collect-out on this position, unfettered by the other lender’s 
security rights over those assets, for a 90 day period.  
“As usual, the US is a long way ahead of us in thinking 
through these kinds of question,” comments Knight,  
“Market-standard language is readily available.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“We are not 
there yet (on 
inter-creditor 
documentation), 
but all serious 
ABL players 
want to achieve 
this goal so that 
Direct Lenders 
and ABL players 
can work hand  
in glove.”

“We find that the 
Direct Lenders 
appreciate our 
unvarnished 
approach to 
collateral. They 
also appreciate 
that we have 
been through 
many credit 
cycles.”

“It is not as simple as just giving each lender 
the necessary priority of security over the 
right part of the collateral… As usual, the 
US is a long way ahead of us in thinking 
through these kinds of questions.”

 
On a number of transactions ABL and Direct Lenders are 
already putting this collaboration to the test, however, there 
is an acknowledgement that the collaborations are still 
in their infancy – for example, standardised inter-creditor 
documentation to accompany these two tiered transactions 
does not yet exist – but there is a clear expectation that this will 
come. According to Adam Johnson of GE Capital, “we are not 
there yet (on inter-creditor documentation), but all serious ABL 
players want to achieve this goal so that Direct Lenders and 
ABL players can work hand in glove”.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Graham Barber, Business Development and Marketing 
Director of PNC Capital adds, “We estimate that only 10% of 
transaction opportunities we see are head-to-head competition 
with Direct Lenders”. According to Barber, ABLs and Direct 
Lenders are increasingly willing to collaborate, and for a 
number of good reasons – “we find that the Direct Lenders 
appreciate our unvarnished approach to collateral. They also 
appreciate that we have been through many credit cycles”.

Adam Johnson  
Managing Director of GE Capital

Andrew Knight 
Partner at Squire Patton Boggs

Graham Barber  
Business Development and Marketing 
Director of PNC Capital
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Barber also mentions the fact that ABL players have the ability 
to draw upon and quickly communicate a working history 
of how collateral performs in most scenarios – a crucial 
advantage in a time-intensive transaction.

Jeremy Harrison, Regional Group Head, Bank of America 
Merrill Lynch in London agrees: “In collaboration with Direct 
Lenders, ABLs can support long term flexible financing facilities 
that maximise liquidity and support the anticipated growth of PE 
portfolio companies. ABL allows PE players to mine a rich vein  
of working capital to maximise debt capacity of the borrower”. 

It is clear that opportunities for collaboration between ABLs 
and Direct Lenders are on the rise – but what are the potential 
pitfalls of this relationship?

Many point to ABLs and Direct Lenders needing to know 
more about each other’s worlds, in order that these lenders 
with very different heritage can access and collaborate with 
each other in the most effective way. Alex Dell, Partner, Mayer 
Brown adds, “Culturally, some ABL players need to come up 
the learning curve to understand that their credit facility is 
the tip of the iceberg sticking out of the water. The rest of 
the capital structure may be submerged but it’s present and 
vital nonetheless.” Andrew Knight adds that expectations on 
behaviour need to be agreed upfront between ABLs and Direct 
Lenders: “There is a saying that ‘as the drinking hole starts to 
shrink, the animals start looking at each other’. One critical 
tool to defusing a crisis between lenders is the right of the ABL 
player to ‘put’ the loan to the Direct Lender at par value within 
a specified amount of time”. 

“One of the most important issues to be addressed in the  
inter-creditor discussions is who has the rights to pull the trigger  
and when?”

“In collaboration with Direct Lenders, ABLs can 
support long term flexible financing facilities 
that maximise liquidity and support the 
anticipated growth of PE portfolio companies.”

Problems can arise when an ABL lender wants the same level 
of financial covenant trigger as the Direct Lender, reasoning 
that if this covenant is being breached, then they want to 
know. Michael Black, Partner at Norton Rose Fulbright adds: 
“One of the most important issues to be addressed in the inter-
creditor discussions is who has the rights to pull the trigger 
and when? If we look at the US market where ABL and Direct 
Lenders are already putting this collaboration to the test, one 
of the most significant differences between the two markets is 
the way in which the respective insolvency processes work. 
In the United States, the Chapter 11 process tends to focus 
more on restructuring and re-organization. In the UK, it is 
essentially a liquidation process and that can cause tension 
when a company gets into difficulty. Direct Lenders may want 
time to re-organize the company to maximize their chances 
of a full recovery whereas the ABL provider might not want to 
keep funding the working capital requirement as it would look 
to protect its principal.”

Michael Black 
Partner at Norton Rose Fulbright

Jeremy Harrison
Regional Group Head of Bank of America 
Merrill Lynch 
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The scenarios described all point to the same issue, that of a 
lack of history, a lack of precedent and accepted behaviour 
between the two lending parties. As Alex Dell puts it,  
“the two groups do not know one another very well. There 
have not been any disasters to show how each party would 
act.  There is nothing like a hard turnaround to shed light on 
how parties will act and react”.

The two lending communities are currently considering a 
number of solutions to the inter-creditor issues. These include: 

• Increasing the amount of headroom protection (or 
decreasing advance rates) for the ABL lender if there is a 
default in the cash flow loan rather than having a straight 
cross-default into the ABL. 

• Allowing the ABL lender to have springing financial 
covenants based on the collateral headroom whereby if the 
collateral headroom is above a minimum level the covenant 
is not tested. 

• The arrangement of standstill and enforcement periods 
whereby the cash flow Direct Lender is allowed time to 
work through the stress/distress before the ABL has the 
ability to take action.

“A lack of precedent and accepted behaviour 
between the two lending parties…  
the two groups do not know one another 
very well. There have not been any disasters 
to show how each party would act.”

Asset-Based Lending ‘101’ guide 
Asset-Based Lending (ABL) is a type of lending where the loan 
that is advanced is secured against specific assets of the borrower.  
Typically the specific assets comprise trade debtors account 
receivable (trade debtor) and inventory but some lenders also 
advance against plant and machinery and real estate. 
 
The revolving nature of the trade debtors and inventory that 
is being financed, means that ABL financing can flex in line 
with seasonal peaks of businesses and also can grow with the 
business, however, availability can also go down if the business 
contracts.

Accounts receivable (Trade debtor) facility 
Accounts receivable financing is the most common form of 
ABL, particularly in Pan-European facilities, and two types are 
prevalent in the market today, the borrowing base facility and 
the invoice discounting facility.
 
The borrowing base facility operates in a similar way to a 
revolving credit facility, however, it differs in that advances 
are made by way of a revolving loan with reference to the 
underlying trade debtor collateral. If the level of trade debtors 
falls then so does availability under the borrowing base facility.

The invoice discounting facility is one in which an actual sale 
of a particular trade debtor invoice has been made by the 
borrower to the lender. In an invoice discounting facility invoices 
are generally uploaded on a frequent basis to the lender’s 
systems, however, in the case of a borrowing base facility  
they are not. Invoice discounting facilities can be further sub-
divided into a number of baskets including recourse or  
non-recourse and factoring or invoice discounting.

Non-recourse facilities means that once the lender has 
purchased the invoice it carries the slow payment risk and credit 
risk of the debtor not paying due to insolvency. The insolvency 
risk is typically insured against  by a third party. In contrast, a 
recourse facility allows the lender to transfer the debtor back to 
the borrower after an agreed period.

Alex Dell 
Partner at Mayor Brown
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A factoring facility is one in which the borrower outsources 
the credit control in respect of trade debtors which is in 
contrast to a standard invoice discounting facility which 
allows the borrower to retain responsibility for credit control, 
typically as an agent for the lender. 
 
Furthermore facilities can be further classified as off-balance 
sheet, however, that will require sign-off from the external 
auditors in order for the treatment to be accepted.

The advances made against the trade debtor book are 
typically between 80% and 90% as the lender will look 
to exclude ineligible assets (for example intercompany or 
exports) and will also reserve for dilutions (for example  
rebates and credit notes). 

Inventory
Inventory facilities are less common than accounts receivable 
facilities as they are typically more complex to operate 
(particularly in certain European countries).

Similar to accounts receivable facilities deductions will be 
applied for items including ineligible stock, slow moving and 
obsolete inventory such that advances are between 50% 
and 75% of the lower of cost and market value of the total 
inventory. The advances against inventory are based on 
the Net Orderly Liquidation Value of the inventory which is 
the value a lender would typically expect to recover for the 
inventory, net of realisation costs, if it was forced to sell the 
inventory at a discount.

Plant and machinery
Advances against plant and machinery are typically made 
against the estimated value for the assets if the lender had to 
realise the assets in a forced sale process. Third party valuations 
are normally obtained to support the borrowings.

The lending is generally structured as a term loan which 
amortises over the useful life of the asset. 

Real Estate
Advances against Real Estate are made against third party 
valuations for the assets. Loans can be structured as a bullet 
structure and/or amortising. 

Key differences to a cash flow loan?
• ABL loans are typically cheaper than cash flow loans because 

the asset collateral means that banks are required to hold less 
capital against Asset-based loans compared to cash  
flow loans.

• Quantum of the lending is determined by amount of 
underlying asset collateral, however, for a cash flow loan this 
is typically based on Net Debt/EBITDA ratios.

• Security is over the relevant assets including the cash 
collection accounts compared to cash flow loan which is 
typically over the whole group as determined by guarantor 
coverage.

• Fixed charge cover ratio covenant is generally standard in 
an ABL, in addition to the standard monthly management 
accounts ABL lenders will require daily and weekly reporting 
of information including sales, cash collection, rebates and 
credit notes.

• ABL loans can often be more flexible when it comes to 
permitted acquisitions and permitted payments (dividends) 
assuming their underlying collateral is maintained.

• There is no standard Loan Market Association document  
for ABL and the documentation differs between lenders.
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A concrete example of where these two lender types come 
and work together is the recent IGM Resins refinancing, 
where HIG WhiteHorse provided a €25m facility and Deutsche 
Bank the ABL. Claire Harwood, principal at HIG WhiteHorse 
comments: “This was a complex deal that involved five law 
firms in London and the Netherlands work on a non-standard, 
inter-creditor agreement, where bespoke clauses were 
tailored to fit the transaction. IGM is both a manufacturer and 
distributor of specialist chemicals and spans four continents 
– these additional complexities illustrate the unique nature of 
this deal.“ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Steve Websdale, Managing Director at ABN Amro Commercial 
Finance PLC believes that two key development to terms 
will come to the fore in the European market. First, the 
implementation of ABL facilities with springing covenants 
(that are only tested if specified minimum headroom is not 
maintained). Second, first/second out structures where the 
ABL Lender and Direct Lender share a single facility agreement 
and security and there is a pre-agreed inter-creditor. On 
enforcement the proceeds are applied first to the ABL and 
then to the Direct Lender. Steve comments that “first/second 
out structures are positive as the ABL achieves a higher level 
of collateral coverage and as a result may be willing to cede 
a degree of control, for example through limited standstill 
periods. This means the Direct Lender has greater influence to 
preserve Enterprise Value when it matters most and allows it to 
go deeper into the capital structure.”

“Two key structures will come to the fore in the European market: 
ABL facilities with springing covenants and/or first/second out 
structures.”

“A complex deal that involved five law firms 
in London and the Netherlands working on 
a non-standard, inter-creditor agreement, 
where bespoke clauses were tailored to fit  
the transaction.”

An alternative to the complexities of working through an inter–
creditor agreement is a borrower taking on a non-recourse 
(off-balance sheet) ABL financing package. Under this scenario 
the debtor is sold to the finance provider by the borrower 
(seller) and at the point of sale the debtor is derecognised from 
the balance sheet of the borrower (seller). 

The sale by the borrower must follow the strict requirements 
of a ‘true’ sale under accounting standards to qualify as off 
balance sheet, however, typically such structures critically do 
not carry financial covenants or a cross-default with other 
financial indebtedness and importantly therefore the financial 
performance of the seller of the debtor is less relevant. 

However, the issue is that these off balance sheet structures 
tend to only be available to investment grade corporates but 
increasingly sub-investment grade companies are being offered 
these facilities off-balance sheet. 

Chris Hart, Commercial Director at BNP Paribas Commercial 
Finance explains “we are now seeing an increasing demand 
for non-recourse off balance sheet solutions from larger 
organisations who have little or no experience of dealing with 
ABL. These facilities tend to be larger than traditional ABL 
facilities, but pricing does reflect the credit worthiness of the 
borrower. The non-recourse trend demonstrates the on-going 
maturing of the product and augers well for the industry as 
awareness of its providers and its capabilities continues to 
grow outside its traditional markets.”

Steve Websdale 
Managing director of Corporate Clients  
ABN Amro Commercial Finance 

Claire Harwood 
Principal at H.I.G. WhiteHorse 
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A further alternative to putting together two lenders at the 
same level comes from innovative lenders that are willing 
to provide a one stop solution of ABL and cash flow debt, 
without set limitations for the cash flow piece of the total 
credit facility. The cash flow or mezzanine strips together 
with the ABL position is not solely dependent on pure asset 
collateral and also takes into account borrower credit quality 
assessed in a similar way to a cash flow Direct Lender.

One such provider is Investec Growth & Acquisition Finance.  
Gary Edwards, head of the team at Investec judges that 
Direct Lenders and traditional ABL players have very different 
personalities, with interests which are not always aligned and 
can result in conflicts which can lead to a sub optimal financial 
structure for the trading business and the sponsor. Gary says 
“we created a proposition to allow us to provide a blend 
of revolvers for working capital, term debt, mezzanine and 
minority equity as required by the borrower in order to meet 
the needs of the borrower/shareholder”. Advantages for the 
borrower include one set of legal documents for the borrower 
for a number of products rather than multiple documents for 
multiple products with inter-creditor agreements as well the 
benefit of a borrower relationship with a single team that has 
its interests aligned with the borrower/shareholder. 

“Alternative option is to provide a blend of revolvers for working 
capital, term debt, mezzanine and minority equity as required 
by the borrower in order to meet the needs of the borrower/
shareholder.”

“We are seeing an increasing demand for non-
recourse off balance sheet solutions from larger 
organisations…These facilities tend to be larger 
than traditional ABL facilities, but pricing does 
reflect the credit worthiness of the borrower.”

Gary comments that these structures are more flexible for 
the borrower and designed around their requirements and 
provides a higher overall quantum with lower amortisation 
requirements. Pricing will reflect this and is competitive 
compared to a combination of Direct Lenders funds and 
traditional ABL. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is clear that the growth of Direct Lending and ABL will 
be driven in part by the ability of both parties to work 
collaboratively.  Borrowers are calling for it and lenders/advisers 
across the market are currently working on a range of options 
to resolve the conflicting dynamics between lenders. Deloitte’s 
view is that the direct lenders will likely be in the driving seat 
in the inter-creditor negotiations with the ABL lenders, but 
importantly they should be aware that there are a number of 
red lines which ABL will not cross. ABL players who can adapt 
their documentation and borrowing base parameters to closely 
align with Direct Lenders will be best positioned to meet the 
challenge of this new structure and gain rapidly market share.

Gary Edwards
Head of Growth & Acquisition Finance  
at Investec Bank

Chris Hart
Commercial Director at BNP Paribas 
Commercial Finance 
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More private companies have turned to direct  
lenders to finance growth

Background
• Traditionally private companies 

without access to further shareholder 
funding lacked the ability to make 
transformational acquisitions.  

• Bank lenders are typically not equipped 
to fund junior debt/quasi equity risk 
and would require a sizable equity 
contribution from the shareholders to 
fund acquisitions.

•  Cost savings, revenues synergies and 
ability to purchase bolt on acquisitions 
at lower EBITDA multiples makes a buy 
and build strategy highly accretive for 
shareholder’s equity.

Opportunity
• Alternative lenders are actively looking 

to form longer term partnerships with 
performing private companies to fund the 
execution of their buy and build strategy.

• Recent market transactions have 
been structured on Debt/EBITDA 
multiples as high as 4.5-5.0x including 
identifiable hard synergies. Typically, 
this is subject to c.30–40% implied 
equity in the structure, based on 
conservative enterprise valuations.

• A number of alternative lenders  
are able to fund across the capital 
structure, from senior debt through 
to minority equity.

Key advantages
• Key advantages of using alternative lenders  

to fund a buy and build strategy may include:

 – Accelerate the growth of the company and 
exponentially grow shareholder value in a 
shorter time period.

 – No separate equity raising required as 
alternative lenders can act as a one stop 
solution providing debt and minority equity. 

 – Significant capital that alternative lenders 
can lend to a single company (€150-300m) 
making alternative lenders ideal for long term 
partnership relationships and follow on capital 
for multiple acquisitions.
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* EV is c.£147m and with c.£30m cash on balance sheet brings the equity value to c.£177m

Assumptions:
• Both business generate £10m EBITDA with £2m potential Synergies  
• 10x EV/EBITDA multiple assumed (no multiple arbitrage assumed)
• No debt currently in the business  
• Cost of debt is 8% with 5% penny warrants on top
• 10% EBITDA growth pa; 75% Cash conversion; 20% Corporate tax rate
• No transaction costs
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Indicative calculations 
• The calculations on this page illustrate the effect of value creation 

through acquisitions financed using alternative lenders. 

• In this example the equity value is growing from £100m to £252m in  
4 years time. Without the acquisition, the equity value would have 
been only £177m, using the same assumptions and disregarding any 
value creation as a result of multiple arbitrage.
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Key points
• There has been a general fall in sentiment and risk appetite amid growing 

perceptions of external economic and financial uncertainty. Financial 
optimism fell between Q1 and Q3 2015 from 15% to 2% when looking 
at the GDP weighted results, with a slightly greater fall for euro area 
member countries, dropping by a further 3 percent. 

• Sentiment has fallen most in Europe’s larger northern economies 
including Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway 
and the United Kingdom. They appear more exposed to the current 
concerns about global economic growth. This decline in optimism is 
consistent with the weaker export outlook for these countries. 

• Forecasts for global growth in 2015 and 2016 have been downgraded 
between Q1 and Q3 with a sharp slowing for many emerging market 
economies - key destinations for exports for countries like Germany and 
the Netherlands. The perception of CFOs based in Germany of external 
economic and financial uncertainty remains the highest among the 15 
European countries.

• But the outlook for Europe’s periphery appears surprisingly more positive 
with CFOs in Ireland, Italy, Portugal and Spain now the most optimistic 
of our group. These countries have seen significant upgrades to growth 
forecasts in both 2015 and 2016 over the course of this year. Capex 
intentions are in general higher and employment intentions stronger, 
and the outlook for revenues and operating margins for Ireland, Italy and 
Spain are also well above the European average. This broadly mirrors the 
recent improved economic development and growth outlook the last 
quarters. 

• CFOs are, however, more united in their focus on cost control when 
asked about strategic priorities. CFOs in 12 countries list cost reduction or 
cost control as one of their top three for the next year. 

• This summer’s Greek crisis has damaged long term prospects for stability 
and a more closely integrated European monetary union, according to 
almost half of the CFOs (48%). Just 18% believe prospects had improved.

Results from Deloitte’s European CFO Survey, Q3 2015
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In a low interest rate environment bank borrowing remains most attractive 
source of financing
• In this continued low interest rate environment, European CFOs consider 

bank borrowing an attractive form of financing, a slight increase 
compared to Q1 2015 data. 

• On average, nearly two in three CFOs across Europe view bank 
borrowing as an attractive source of financing, with 14% viewing it as 
unattractive. As such, bank borrowing is viewed as the most favoured 
source of funding for corporates (net balance 51%). CFOs in Belgium, 
Poland and the UK favour bank borrowing most. In Poland, no CFO 
identified it as unattractive, which could be explained by the fact that 
the country is experiencing the lowest interest rates since the 1989 
democratic transition. On top of the low cost of bank borrowing Poland 
is also experiencing continued deflation. Compared to the overall net 
balances, bank borrowing is relatively less attractive in Ireland and Italy, 
although CFOs in both countries still view it as positive on the whole. 

• Corporate debt is generally seen as a less attractive form of funding when 
compared to bank borrowing, but overall it is still considered attractive by 
a majority of European CFOs (net balance of 25%). CFOs in Belgium (net 
balance 65%) and the UK (72%) favour corporate debt issuance most. 
In the UK, this has been the case for some time – a net majority has 
viewed it as attractive since Q4 2012 – reflecting the strength of the UK 
corporate sector and demand for corporate debt in recent years. 

• Only one in four European CFOs rate equity as an attractive source of 
funding, with 36% rating it unattractive (net balance -11%).  
The declining popularity of equity as a source of funding since Q1 (net 
balance change -19 pp) is not a surprise during a period when equity 
markets have been very volatile, and in many instances, have fallen over 
the last months. With lower share prices, equity financing automatically 
becomes less attractive. 

• CFOs in only a few countries see equity as an attractive form of funding, 
led by the UK (net balance 14%) where the FTSE has remained strong. 
The biggest drop in attractiveness was registered by CFOs in Germany 
(-31 pp), the Netherlands (-37 pp), Spain (-34 pp) and Russia (-34 pp). 
Italy (net balance -56%) and Russia (net balance -62%) consider this form 
of financing extremely unattractive, reflecting the relative weakness. 

Results from Deloitte’s European CFO Survey, Q3 2015 
(cont)

Source: Deloitte analysis, European CFO Survey Q3 2015
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Key points
• The first half of 2015 has emerged as one of the strongest for M&A, 

with more than $1.8 trillion worth of deals announced globally, a 22% 
increase over H1 2014. US corporates are leading this surge fuelled by a 
strengthening dollar, low funding costs and strong earnings. 

• Growth markets are making an impact and in 2014 for the first time 
outbound M&A from growth markets into G7 countries surpassed 
inbound M&A from the G7 into those markets, with China leading the 
way. The recent Chinese IPO boom is expected to boost M&A activity by 
publicly-listed companies.

• However, in Europe despite favourable credit conditions and strong 
corporate earnings, political and currency risks are weakening confidence 
among European companies.

• Taking these factors into consideration, the Deloitte M&A Index predicts 
that M&A activity in Q3 will remain at a similar level to Q2.

• We expect market conditions to remain favourable and boards to 
continue reorganising to pursue growth. Our analysis shows that over 
the last six years, 63 of the FTSE 100 companies had replaced their CEO. 
A key aspect of this reorganisation is a shift towards CEOs whose skills 
could be more suited to pursuing growth and M&A opportunities.

Results from Deloitte’s M&A Index, 2016
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The Deloitte M&A Index – Global M&A deal volumes
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Who are the alternative lenders and why are they becoming  
more relevant?
Alternative lenders consist of a wide range of non-bank institutions with 
different strategies including private debt, mezzanine, opportunity and 
distressed debt.

These institutions range from larger asset managers diversifying into 
alternative debt to smaller funds newly set up by ex-investment
professionals. Most of the funds have structures comparable to those 
seen in the private equity industry with a 3-5 year investment period and 
a 10 year life with extensions options. The limited partners in the debt 
funds are typically insurance, pension, private wealth, banks or sovereign 
wealth funds.

Over the last two years a significant number of new funds have been 
raised in Europe. Increased supply of alternative lender capital has helped 
to increase the flexibility and optionality for borrowers.

Key differences to bank lenders?
• Access to non amortising, bullet structures, although banks are 

increasingly able to do this also.
• Ability to provide more structural flexibility (covenants, headroom,  

cash sweep, dividends, portability, etc.).
• Access to debt across the capital structure via senior, second lien, 

unitranche, mezzanine and quasi equity.
• Increased speed of execution, short credit processes and access to 

decision makers.
• Potentially larger hold sizes for leveraged loans (€30m up to €200m).
• Deal teams of funds will continue to monitor the asset over the life  

of the loan.

However,
• Funds are not able to provide clearing facilities and ancillaries.
• Funds will target a higher yield for the increased flexibility provided.
• Untested behaviour of funds throughout the cycle.
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Key differences of Unitranche compared to traditional LBO structures 
Unitranche debt is senior plus mezzanine debt combined into one tranche 
with a blended pricing.

Banks typically require the senior debt to carry 30-40% amortisation 
whereas Unitranche has a bullet maturity.

Unitranche increases the total debt capacity to c. 5-6x EBITDA without 
having the complexity of a subordinated mezzanine tranche.

Three key questions to ask when dealing with alternative lenders:
1. What type of fund am I dealing with and what strategy do they employ?
2. What is the track record, sustainability of the platform, and reputation 

of the fund and the individuals working within the fund?
3. What is the current stage of the fund’s lifecycle?
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Euro PP for mid-cap corporates at a glance
Since its inception in July 2012, the Euro Private Placement (Euro PP) 
volumes picked up significantly totalling c.€13bn to date. In 2014, Euro 
PP volumes reached €7.4bn vs €4.2bn in 2013. After the amendment in 
the insurance legislation in July 2013, the majority of Euro PPs are  
currently unlisted.

Key characteristics of the credit investor base
• Mainly French insurers, pension funds and asset managers
• Buy and Hold strategy
• Target lending: European mid-cap size, international business exposure, 

good credit profile (net leverage max. 3.5x), usually sponsor-less

Main features of Euro PP
• Loan or bond (listed or non-listed) – If listed: technical listing/no trading/ 

no bond liquidity
• Usually Senior, Unsecured (possibility to include guarantees if banks are 

secured)
• No rating
• Minimum issue amount: €10m
• Pari passu with other banking facilities
• Fixed coupon on average between 3% and 4.5% - No upfront fees
• Maturity > 7 years/Bullet repayment profile
• Limited number of lenders for each transaction and confidentiality (no 

financial disclosure)
• Local jurisdiction/local language
• Euro PPs take on average 8 weeks to issue

Pros and Cons of Euro PP
   Long maturity 
   Bullet repayment (free-up cash flow)
   Diversification of sources of funding (bank disintermediation)
   Very limited number of lenders for each transaction
   Confidentiality (no public financial disclosure)
   Covenant flexibility and adapted to the business
   General corporate purpose

   Make-whole clause in case of early repayment
   Minimum amount €10m
   Minimum credit profile/leverage < 3.5x
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Deloitte Debt and Capital Advisory credentials
Our UK team has completed over 50 transactions since 2014
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McColl’s Retail
Amend & Extend

August 2015
£85m

Chiltern
Acquisition financing

September 2015
Undisclosed

HgCapital
Refinancing

August 2015
£430m

Regus
Amend & Extend

July 2015
£320m

G Square
Acquisition financing

July 2015
£102m

Manx Telecom plc
Amend & Extend

July 2015
£80m

Ultra Electronics
Acquisition financing

July 2015
£300m + $225m

August Equity 
Acquisition financing

June 2015
£78m

Arnold Laver 
Refinancing

June 2015
£73m 

HgCapital 
Refinancing

November 2015
£41m

AFI uplift 
Refinancing

October 2015
£70m

GHO Capital 
Acquisition financing

October 2015
Undisclosed

HgCapital 
Refinancing

October 2015
Undisclosed

Vitruvian 
Refinancing

October 2015
£150m

Electra
Acquisition financing

September 2015
£215m 

DMGT Plc
Refinancing

June 2014
£500m

Inflexion
Refinancing

May 2014
£20m

Baxters Food 
Group

Refinancing

May 2014
Undisclosed

HgCapital
Refinancing

April 2014
$63m

Inflexion
Refinancing

April 2014
£45m

Shanks Group plc
Refinancing &  

retail bond

February 2014
€280m

Exponent
Acquisition financing

February 2014
Undisclosed

September 2015
$447m

Volac 
International

Growth financing

May 2015
£53m

September 2015
$447m

Sumo digital
Refinancing

May 2015
Undisclosed

September 2015
$447m

Bridgepoint
Refinancing

April 2015
£380m

ICG
Acquisition financing

August 2014
Undisclosed

WH Smith Plc
Refinancing

July 2014
£93m

Equistone
Acquisition financing

July 2014
Undisclosed

McColl’s Retail
IPO facility

February 2014
£85m

CBPE
Acquisition financing

September 2014
£60m

Tarsus Group plc
Amend & Extend

August 2014
£60m

Lavendon Group
Refinancing

August 2014
£100m + €85m

Rutland Partners
Dividend recap

August 2014
£30m

Equistone
Acquisition financing

August 2014
Undisclosed

HgCapital
Refinancing

July 2014
£135m

Chiltern
Acquisition financing

July 2014
£80m

Project Metro
Refinancing

August 2014
£275m

Services

HgCapital
Refinancing

April 2015
£240m

ARCA
Acquisition financing

December 2014
$107m

Livingbridge
Acquisition financing

December 2014
£58m

Project 
Williow

LDC
Acquisition financing

March 2015
£133m

Victoria Plc
Refinancing

March 2015
£50m

HgCapital
Acquisition financing

December 2014
£57m

Chiltern
Refinancing

February 2015
£100m

Project Durham
Debut RCF

February 2015
£150m

Retail

Halfords Group Plc
Amend & Extend

November 2014
£170m

Keepmoat
Staple financing

October 2014
£275m

Premier Farnell 
Plc

Refinancing

October 2014
£250m

Chime
Amend & Extend

October 2014
£120m

HgCapital
Acquisition financing

September 2014
$125m

HgCapital
Refinancing

September 2014
€55m

Project Mariner
Refinancing

December 2014
£120m

Automotive

HgCapital
Refinancing

 

February 2014
£260m

Cape Plc
Refinancing

February 2014
£295m
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Deloitte Debt and Capital Advisory credentials
Selected European transactions

Deceuninck
Debt Advisory

October 2014
€157m

Ausnutria 
Hyproca

Refinancing

July 2015
Undisclosed

Planon
(EIB) growth 

financing

June 2015
Undisclosed

Hemmink
Acquisition and 

Refinancing

September 2015
Undisclosed

Groupe CBV
Acquisition and 

Refinancing

September 2015
€24m

Inekon Group a.s.
Refinancing

August 2015
€35m

Acome
Refinancing

July 2015
€60m

Castleview s.r.o.
Refinancing

August 2015
Undisclosed

Castleview

La Feltrinelli
Amend & Extend

DGInfra+
Project Financing

March 2014
€578m

March 2014
€165m

Vreugdenhil
Refinancing

February 2014
Undisclosed

Gruppo Mantero
Amend & Extend

Triacta
Acquisition financing

March 2014
Undisclosed

June 2014
€24m

Humares
Refinancing

March 2014
Undisclosed

STRABAG
Acquisition financing

HgCapital
Acquisition financing

September 2014
Undisclosed

September 2014
$125m

ECETIA
Debt raising

June 2014
€100m

Arese Shopping 
Centre

Debt raising

September 2014
€194m

TEA S.p.A

Westcord Hotels
Refinancing

June 2014
Undisclosed

Holfeld Plastics 
Ltd.

Refinancing

September 2014
Undisclosed

Invest AG
Mezzanine

June 2014
Undisclosed

Asamer
Stapled financing

June 2014
Undisclosed

Attema
Refinancing

June 2014
Undisclosed

Coeclerici
Amend & Extend

December 2014
€150m

Group of Butchers 
Acquisition financing

October 2014
Undisclosed

Russell Court Hotel
Refinancing

October 2014
€9m

Inver Energy Ltd.
Debt raising

November 2014
€120

ATM
Debt Advisory

October 2014
€472m

Kuiken N.V.
Acquisition financing

June 2015
Undisclosed

Royal Burger 
Groep

Refinancing

June 2015
Undisclosed

Walls Construction
Management 

Buy Out

April 2015
Undisclosed 

Horse Racing 
Ireland 

Debt raising

September 2015
$447m

LED Group
Refinancing

March 2015
€15m

Crystalite Bohemia
Refinancing

March 2015
€3m

September 2015
$447m

Inekon Group a.s.
Refinancing

April 2015
Undisclosed

Ezentis
Refinancing

June 2015
€126m

September 2014
€15m

Enviem / Gulf
Refinancing

January 2014
Undisclosed

Deloitte France
Euro Private 
Placement

February 2014
€40m
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The Vincent Hotel 
Group

Stapled finance

October 2015
Undisclosed

The Vincent Hotel Group
Stapled finan

October 2015
Undisclosed

The Temple Bar 
Refinancing

January 2014
€15m

Dalata Hotel Group
Acquisition and 

Refinancing

January 2015
€350m

Clyde Real Estate 
Debt raising

February 2015
€12m

Ace Partners
Acquisition financing

September 2015
Undisclosed
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